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L1251B is an excellent example of a small group 
of pre- and protostellar objects in low-mass 
star-forming region. Previous interferometer data 
with a high angular resolution resolved the 
outflows associated with L1251B into a few 
components. To understand the physical conditions 
of the protostellar outflows in L1251B, we mapped 
this region spectroscopically with Spitzer/IRS and 
obtained spectral line data from Herschel/PACS. 
Spitzer/IRS provides the S(0)-S(7) pure rotational 
lines of H2 as well as fine-structure emissions 
produced in shocks such as S, [Si II], and [Fe II] 
and it is a powerful tool for studying shocked 
interstellar gas. In addition, [O I] lines observed 
with Herschel/PACS are described well by J-type 
shock models expected in the outflows from 
protostars. We will present an analysis of the 
L1251B protostellar outflow in the H2 pure 
rotational lines and fine-structure emissions. 
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Polarized mid-infrared emission from polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) can provide a 
crucial test of basic physics of alignment of 
nanoparticles and opens a potential new window 
into studying magnetic fields. In this talk, I will 
present a new model of polarized PAH emission 
that takes into account the effect of PAH alignment

with the magnetic field due to resonance 
paramagnetic relaxation. I will then present our 

predictions for the polarization level of the strong 
PAH emission features from the interstellar 
medium. I will present the first detection of 
polarization of PAH emission at 11.3micron which 
is consistent with our theoretical prediction. 
Finally, I will discuss important implications of this 
work for tracing magnetic fields via mid-IR PAH 
features and for constraining the polarization of 
anomalous microwave emission that is useful for 
the quest of CMB B-modes.
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In this paper, we report a small-scale emerging 
island and double arc loops, which are associated 
with a M6.5 flare, in Active Region 12371. We 
investigate the spatial and temporal changes of 
both photospheric magnetic fields using SDO/HMI 
data and coronal magnetic structures obtained 
from nonliner force-free field (NLFFF) 
extrapolation. From the vector magnetograms, we 
find a small-scale emerging island near the main 
polarityy inversion line about three hours before 
the flare. The island has a strong shear angle, 
which is determined by difference between 
transverse component of observed field and 
potential field, of around 90 degrees. Furthermore, 
the NLFFF well reproduces a sigmoidal structure 
seen in SDO/AIA 94, which is consistent with the 
double arc loops configuration suggested by 
Ishiguro and Kusano (2017) who introduced a 
magnetic configuration showing the double arc 
instability. The observed emerging island is located 
among the double arc loops, which is also 
supproted by their model. Finally, there was an 
eruption (M6.5 flare) associated with the loops. We 
discuss a possible role of the double arc instability 
for the eruption. 
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We investigate velocity oscillations in the active 
region plage by using the high-spatial, 
high-spectral and high-temporal resolution 
spectral data acquired by the Interface Region 
Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS). From the Mn I 
2801.907 Å (lower chromosphere), C II (lower 
transition region) and Si IV (middle transition 
region) lines, we measure the line of sight Doppler 
velocity at different atmospheric layers, and 
present results of wavelet analysis of the plage 
region with a range of periods from 2 to 8 minutes. 
In addition, we present correlations of the 
oscillations from the lower chromosphere to the 
middle transition region. Finally, we will discuss 
the regional dependence of the oscillation 
properties on physical properties such as 
temperature and magnetic field inclination.
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After a coronal mass ejection occur, plasma blobs  
are often observed along the post-CME ray. 
Searching for features related to the plasma blobs 
would be  important in understanding their origin. 
We investigated the morphology of solar flares at 
EUV wavelengths, around the estimated times when 
blobs were formed. We focused on three events - 
2013 September 21 and 22, 2015 March 7 and 8, 
and 2017 July 13 and 14 - observed by 
Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) aboard Solar 
Dynamic Observatory (SDO).  Around the blob 
ejection times on 2013 September 21 and 22 and 
2017 July 13 and14, we found regions with 
recurrent events of pronounced flux increase in 
EUV images.  Around those of 2015 March 7 and 8, 
however, we could not observe such recurrent flux 
increase. This illustrates that even though blob 
ejections along different post-CME rays look 
similar in the high corona, the assocated features  
in the low corona may differ.  We conclude that 
magnetic morphology and CME triggering process 
should be carefully examined in order to classify 
plasma blobs by their nature.
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Korea Microlensing Telescope Network (KMTNet) 
is one of powerful tools for investigating primordial 
objects in the inner solar system in that it covers a 
large area of the sky (2 × 2 degree2) with a high 
observational cadence. The Deep Ecliptic Patrol of 
the Southern sky (DEEP-South) survey has been 
scanning the southern sky using KMTNet for 
non-bulge time (45 full nights per year) [1] since 
2015 for examining color, albedo, rotation, and 
shape of the solar system bodies. Since 2017 
January, we have launched a new collaborative 
group between Korea Astronomy and Space 
Science Institute (KASI) and Seoul National 
University (SNU) with support from KASI to 
reinforce mutual collaboration among these 
institutes and further to enhance human resources 
development by utilizing the KMTNet/DEEP-South 
data. In particular, we focus on the detection of 
comets and asteroids spontaneously scanned in the 
DEEP-South for (1) investigating the secular 
changes in comet’s activities and (2) analyzing 
precovery and recovery images of objects in the 
NASA’s NEOWISE survey region. In this 
presentation, we will describe our scientific 
objectives and current status on using KMTNet 
data, which includes updating the accuracy of the 
world coordinate system (WCS) information, finding 
algorithm of solar system bodies in the image, and 
doing non-sidereal photometry. 
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